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Report Summary: The African Data Center Boom

 At long last, the African data center boom is here. After years of strong promise, but relatively slow expansion outside of South Africa, the African data center market 
has entered a phase of accelerated growth. The year 2018 marks an inflection point. More multi-tenant data center facilities will be built across Africa over the next two 
years than were established over the past three combined. Data center colocation space, power, and revenue are all set to double over the next five years. More 
enterprises are adopting colocation services. Global CDN players are bulking up their African edge node presence. And crucially, the hyperscale cloud is here, 
transforming colocation demand patterns and volumes, altering the colo market’s traditional competitive structure, business models, and the very nature of Africa’s 
data center facilities. 

 The African Data Center Boom is our most comprehensive research to date on the African data center colocation market, leveraging months of research and interviews, 
extensive data collection and new analytical tools for data center analysis and geo-mapping. The report provides an unprecedented view into the dynamics 
underpinning the African Multi-tenant Data Center colocation market – all with the Xalam team’s uncompromising focus on finding investor value – wherever it may 
be. Among key findings, the report outlines: 

 Why the foundations for African colocation market growth are increasingly solid. 
 Why some markets are driven by carrier-neutral players, while others are telco-dominated;
 The future of African colocation supply;
 The nature of African enterprise demand for colocation;
 The impact of hyperscale providers on African demand for data center colocation;
 Why we say that MTDC colocation is one of the hottest growth segments in the African ICT market; 
 Why we broadly categorize the African data center colocation opportunity as follows: one sure thing (South Africa), four “next best” markets, three potentially strong, 

but stunted markets and five hidden gems (Angola, DRC, Uganda, Zimbabwe and Djibouti).

 A reference report for all players and investors in the African colocation and cloud markets.

© Xalam Analytics LLC  - 2018
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Markets & Companies Covered

Markets Covered 
with Good Depth

Other Markets 
Covered

This report focuses on Africa at a broad level, with countries covered at varying levels of depth. Countries and players covered are as follows: 

Companies 
Mentioned

 The core analysis of the report is driven by insights and data generated 
primarily from these markets;

 We provide a country-focused analysis of colo market size, key players, 
estimated market share, revenue outlook

 Specific country-focused profile, key trends, projections and other analysis:   

 The core analysis of the report is driven by insights and data generated 
primarily from these markets;

 Key trends and dynamics are explored and highlighted throughout the 
report - but no specific country profiling 

 Angola
 Egypt
 DRC
 Djibouti
 Zimbabwe

 21st Century Technologies
 Akamai
 Amazon Web Services
 BCX
 CloudExchange Nigeria
 Djibouti Data Center
 Etix Everywhere
 Etix Ngoya
 Google

 Hetzner SA
 Huawei
 iColo
 IS/Dimension Data
 Liquid Telecom/Africa Data 

Centres
 MainOne
 Maroc Telecom
 Medallion Communications

 Medasys
 MTN Business
 N+One
 Netflix
 NSIA Technologies
 Ooredoo Tunisia
 Orange Business
 PAIX
 Rack Africa

 Rack Centre
 Raxio
 Safaricom
 Telkom Kenya
 Teraco
 Tigo Senegal
 Tunisie Telecom
 Vodacom Business

 South Africa
 Nigeria
 Kenya
 Ghana
 Cote-d’Ivoire

 Morocco
 Tunisia
 Senegal
 Tanzania
 Uganda
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African colo space supply – a map view

Each circle represents a data center facility; circle size reflects the facility’s relative size; full facility detail (location, 
type, capacity, owner) available in the Xalam colocation market dashboards. 
Source: Xalam Analytics Research

African Colocation – View of the Facilities African Colocation – View by Metro

Each circle represents a metro market; circle size reflects the market’s relative size, in square meters. 
Source: Xalam Analytics Research
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 A powerful, AWS-based, interactive 
visualization tool - that transforms 
how you see and absorb African 
market data

 Combining years of extensive 
research, data collection, colo 
market analysis and modelling with 
the latest analytics technology

 Flexible access options 

 See Africa colocation data at country, metro level
 10+ country markets. 30+ metros. 150+ facilities.
 Get full detail on estimated colo demand and supply–
 Space, power, facilities, revenue by demand segment, etc. 

The analysis in this report is powered by the Xalam Africa colocation dashboards

 Request a demo today – hello@xalamanalytics.com
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Report Specs: 2 Budget Options

US$ 1,500

Report Delivered in PDF Format

Including:
120 pages

~70 Charts & Visuals

Standard
1-5 Users

US$ 2,000

Package delivered in PDF, Excel, 
Winzip or Box, including:

Report in PDF – 120 pages
& 70 Charts & Visuals

A 20 Slide Executive Synopsis

50+ Charts with underlying chart 
data in Excel format

Premium
Corporate Licence



Reimagining African digital 
infrastructure data and insights. Xalam.

@xalamanalytics
www.xalamanalytics.com 
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